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This clear, concise booklet written by Patricia McConnell and Karen London can help your puppy or

adult dog learn a lifetime of good house training habits. Perfect for new dog owners, and the perfect

addition to puppy packets or puppy socialization classes. This small, reader-friendly booklet will help

any dog and dog lover get off on the right paw.
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Having recently adopted an adolescent rescue, and being new to dog ownership, I've acquired

several books on dogs and dog training. I've been having some difficulty with housetraining, so I

picked up this book (Pamphlet would be a more accurate description. You can read through the

whole thing in 15 minutes.), thinking perhaps there was something I could be doing that wasn't

covered in the other stuff I've read.While the information contained is all very good, there is nothing

in here that's probably not already covered in any other dog training book that you most likely

already have.This would be worth it for a $2 digital download, but for what you get $6 is a little

steep. Save your money and put it towards a more comprehensive dog/puppy training manual

(Perhaps even one by this author. I have other books by her that are very good.) that will most likely

contain all the same information on housetraining.

Want to housetrain your dog quickly with few (or NO) accidents? Of course! This book will really

help -- it points the way to the best method of housebreaking. This book gives a very detailed

understanding of what to do and why. Addresses various factors which may differ from situation to

situation -- such as small vs. large dog, puppy vs. adult, city vs. country, etc. Highly recommended,



even if you've housetrained other dogs.

Another great book by Patricia Mcconnell and Karen London: Just full of great tidbits on

housetraining your dog. My 3yr old Havanese had a relapse after some big changes in our

household and this book was just what I needed to read to help get her back on track. It also helped

me to realize how "modest" she is (she hides behind a bush when doing her business and I pretend

to not notice). The positive results were quickly realized.

I really liked this book - it was easy and quick to read, and best of all it works! I also really liked you

have options to housetrain with either keeping the pup near you at all times or using crate. I am not

a big fan of the crate, so this gave me confidence that other methods work and this book teaches

you what you need to know to help you and your pup be successful

How to house train your dog is probably one of the most frequent questions ask by dog owners.

Patricia as always explains how to do this for any breed of dog in a simple way for everyone to

understand what to do.With a step by step plan for any age of dog this is not only a must read for

puppy owners but for any dog owner who has a dog that has a problem with eliminating in the

house. As a dog trainer I apply many of these things myself.

As a dog trainer I am frequently astonished by how much people don't realise what they are getting

into when the bring home a puppy. This 12-18 year commitment starts out with a good solid six

months of watching and tracking the incomings and outgoings of sustenance for our four legged

friends. Dogs do not generally potty train themselves. Enter THIS book. The London/McConnell

team score a hit with this common sense guide to house training your dog. This IS a book for

beginners, but it's also a book to remind people what they need to do when you bring home a puppy

or adult dog that needs to be housetrained. If you haven't had a puppy for 15 years, or have

recently adopted an older dog, this 'How to Guide' will get you started on the right track.

This little book is short, clear, specific, and very, very helpful. If you're not sure how to begin with

housetraing a dog (as I was not), this is the perfect place to begin. I now know what I need to do to

teach my future dog. I especially like that this book is not just geared toward puppies, but toward

any dog. It would be helpful to someone who is planning to adopt an older dog from an animal

rescue.



Great book. Was very helpful in training my dog to go potty outside. I have tried many different

methods and have researched on line about the best ways to make things happen the way I want.

This short book provided much insight as to what I should be doing to train my one year old dog as

well as my new puppy. I am very happy that I purchased this book and would purchase again if I

needed to. I think that you should order this poopy book today, you will not regret it. It is much better

than having your house smell. Good luck training your new dog!
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